SPRING EXHIBITION ON GENEROUS SCALE
Show at Art Gallery Opened
Last Night Contains 621 Items

VARIETY IN TREATMENTS
Established Painters Make Good Display—Open Mind by Jury of Selection Evident

Opened with a private view to members and guests last night, the Spring Exhibition at the Art Association of Montreal presents a variety of evidence of artistic endeavors, and among the total of 621 items in this year's collection, one is something to suit every taste.

R.W. Pilot of the Society for the promotion of Art and the exhibition of artists, who has always been an advocate of open-mindedness, has been pleased with the results of the jury's selection. They have demonstrated a remarkable breadth of vision and a genuine interest in all forms of expression.

The exhibition is divided into two main sections: the Variety in Treatments and the Architectural Section. Each section contains a wide range of works, from traditional landscapes to modern abstracts, and from still lifes to figurative portraits.

Among the notable works on display are:
- The Winter in Laurensians by Robert W. Pilot R.C.A.
- The Red Deer Roam by M. Glasier
- The Yellow Rolls by Florence W. Richardson with peonies
- The Road to the Forest by Beatrix Robertson with marshmallows
- The Tides by Sarah M. Robertson with snow and figures
- The Winter in Laurensians and the Beauty on a Snowy Morning by W.W. Robertson
- The Red Tides by M. Jesse

The exhibition is open to the public from now until May 15th. Visitors are encouraged to come and explore the diverse range of works on display.

ARCHITECTURAL SECTION
Those exhibiting in the Architectural Section are:


Those showing in the section of drawings and designs are:


Outstanding among the exhibits are the paintings by F. Colin. R.W. Pilot and A.R.C.A., who have entitled their group "The Beauty of the Laurentians." These works are characterized by their vibrant colors and detailed landscapes. R.W. Pilot's "Winter in the Laurentians" is particularly notable for its depiction of a horse-drawn sleigh on a snowy trail.

The exhibition is open from now until May 15th. Visitors are encouraged to come and explore the diverse range of works on display.